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Abstract: With its low-energy extension DeepCore, the IceCube Neutrino Observatory at the Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station is able to detect neutrino events with energies as low as 10 GeV. This permits the investigation
of flavor oscillations of atmospheric muon neutrinos by observing their zenith direction and energy. Maximum
disappearance is expected for vertically upward moving muon neutrinos at around 25 GeV. A recent analysis has
rejected the non-oscillation hypothesis with a significance of about 5 standard deviations based on data obtained
with IceCube while it was operating in its 79-string configuration [1]. The analysis presented here uses data from
the same detector configuration, but implements a more powerful approach for the event selection, which yields a
dataset with significantly higher statistics of more than 8 000 events. We present new results based on a likelihood
analysis of the two observables zenith angle and energy. The non-oscillation hypothesis is again rejected with a
significance of about 5.1 standard deviations. In the 2-flavor approximation, our best-fit oscillation parameters are
∆m2

32 = (2.45±0.7) ·10−3eV2 and sin2 (2θ23) = 1.0+0
−0.15.
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1 Introduction
Flavor oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos have been
established by a wide range of experiments. Recently, they
have also been observed by neutrino telescopes [1, 2], in
an energy range above 10 GeV, previously not covered by
other experiments. With the results presented here, IceCube
improves the precision of the measurements in this energy
range.

IceCube is a cubic-kilometer size neutrino detector in-
stalled in the ice at the geographic South Pole [3] between
depths of 1450 m and 2450 m. Detector construction fin-
ished in December 2010, when all 86 strings of 60 detector
modules each had been deployed. The event reconstruction
relies on the optical detection of Cherenkov radiation emit-
ted by secondary particles produced in neutrino interactions
in the surrounding ice. Of fundamental importance for the
analysis presented here is the DeepCore subarray. In the
configuration that is used in this analysis, DeepCore con-
sists of 6 densely instrumented strings plus 7 adjacent stan-
dard strings. It lowers IceCube’s threshold to neutrino en-
ergies as low as 10 GeV, and thus opens a new window on
the physics of atmospheric neutrino oscillations [4]. Atmo-
spheric muon neutrinos moving vertically upwards through
the detector have traveled roughly 12 700 km through the
Earth since their production in the atmosphere of the north-
ern hemisphere. For these events, maximum disappearance
is expected around 25 GeV due to flavor oscillations. For
smaller zenith angles the disappearance maximum shifts
to lower energies. Fig. 1 shows the expected zenith angle
and energy-dependent pattern in the muon neutrino survival
probability. A previous IceCube analysis [1] has established
the observation of neutrino oscillations and rejected the non-
oscillation hypothesis with a significance of more than 5

standard deviations using standard methods for event selec-
tion and reconstruction. The analysis presented here uses
data taken with the same detector configuration with 79
strings between May 2010 and May 2011, but implements
different event selection and reconstruction techniques and
aims for an improved measurement of the oscillation pa-
rameters ∆m2

32 and sin2(2θ23). For our energy range, the
simple 2-flavor formalism is adequate to describe neutrino
oscillations. The survival probability in this formalism is
given by

P
(
νµ → νµ

)
= 1− sin2 (2θ23)sin2

(
1.27∆m2

32
L
E

)
with the neutrino propagation length L in km and the
neutrino energy E in GeV.

2 Event selection
The primary background for this analysis is downward-
going cosmic-ray-induced muons. Only a small number of
these events are misreconstructed as coming up through the
Earth, but the high rate would still dominate over the rate
of the atmospheric neutrino signal without further event
selection. Rejection of this background is usually achieved
in IceCube analyses by requiring a high reconstruction qual-
ity, such as the goodness of the track fit. This approach
yields a sample of high-quality events, but introduces se-
lection biases in the observed distributions of zenith angle
and energy. Higher energy events naturally are easier to
reconstruct, leading to “better” values in the reconstruction
quality variables, and are therefore preferred by an event
selection relying on this type of variables. These potential
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Figure 1: Survival probability of atmospheric muon neutri-
nos, depending on neutrino zenith angle and energy. Cal-
culations were made with the tool nuCraft [5], which in-
cludes 3-flavor oscillations and matter effects. For energies
> 10 GeV the 2-flavor approximation is adequate and thus
used for this analysis.

biases must be carefully accounted for through simulation.
For this analysis a different approach has been developed,
which searches for starting events, which cannot be induced
by atmospheric muons from cosmic-ray air showers and are
therefore a clear signature of a neutrino interaction. This
approach uses the outer layers of IceCube to reject atmo-
spheric muons and achieves more unbiased distributions of
zenith angle and energy.

Different veto techniques are employed throughout the
event selection. First, an online filter algorithm rejects
events based on their particle speed which is defined by
the times of hits (i.e. detector modules with a signal) in
the veto region relative to the center of gravity of hits
in DeepCore [4]. This step reduces the background from
misreconstructed cosmic-ray muons by more than an order
of magnitude, while keeping more than 99% of the desired
signal. Another example of a higher-level veto algorithm
is illustrated in Fig. 2. First, we define as a reference the
hit that fulfilled the DeepCore trigger condition. For all
other hits we calculate the distance and time difference with
respect to that reference hit. In the definition used, positive
time differences are given by hits which occur before the
trigger, negative time differences stem from later hits. In this
projection, a particle entering the detector from the outside,
triggering the detector, and then leaving the detector would
move from top to bottom of the figure, approximately along
the lines defined by the speed of light c. Thus, hits found
along the line in the upper half are an indication for an
incoming muon, whereas hits along the line in the lower
half indicate a track leaving the detector. A simple way to
identify background muons is to simply count the number
of hits within an area along the “incoming muon” line of
Fig. 2. In this analysis, events with more than 2 hits in the
shaded area (the “veto hit region”) are rejected.

The final event selection has been developed on simu-
lated data. The background of atmospheric muons is simu-
lated using the CORSIKA software [6]. Atmospheric neutri-
nos are simulated using the NuGen package [7] developed
within the IceCube collaboration. The prediction by Honda
et al. [8] is used to model the atmospheric neutrino spec-
trum. Note, that the cross sections implemented in NuGen
do not reach below 10 GeV and include only deep inelas-
tic scattering above. However, only an insignificant frac-
tion of about 3% of our event sample has energies below
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Figure 2: Illustration of the algorithm used for vetoing
atmospheric muons. Events with more than 2 hits in the
region along the “incoming muon” line are rejected.
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Figure 3: Energy spectrum of the simulated νµ after the
online filter (solid) and in the final event sample (dashed),
assuming standard oscillation parameters ∆m2

32 = 2.4 ·
10−3eV2 and sin2 (2θ23) = 1.0.

10 GeV. Other programs like GENIE [9] use more precise
cross sections, but do not cover the whole higher energy
range needed here. GENIE is, however, used for a more
precise simulation of appearing ντ events.

Other selection criteria include further veto cuts like the
number of hits in the DeepCore region vs. the number of
hits in the veto region, cuts evaluating the causality relation
between hits (to reject noise-dominated events), and finally
a selection of upward-going tracks with a reconstructed
length of at least 40 m. To reject remaining background
events, very soft cuts on selected reconstruction quality
variables are applied.

The energy spectrum of the remaining muon neutrino
events as expected from simulation (assuming standard os-
cillation parameters) is shown in Fig. 3. It peaks around
70 GeV and retains high statistics down to 10 GeV, through-
out the energy range where oscillation effects are expected.

The remaining experimental data sample with a livetime
of 312.3 days contains 8 117 events. The neutrino purity is
estimated to be better than 90%, about 70% of which are
expected to be muon neutrinos.

3 Reconstruction performance
In this analysis the oscillation parameters are derived from
a comparison of reconstructed zenith angle and energy with
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Figure 4: Correlation of reconstructed and true neutrino
zenith angle for the selected νµ .
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Figure 5: Illustration of the length reconstruction technique.

the expectation from the simulation. Hence, the perfor-
mance of the reconstruction is critical.

3.1 Zenith angle
Standard IceCube tools are used for the reconstruction of
the zenith angle. As a first guess the improved linefit algo-
rithm is used, followed by an iterative likelihood reconstruc-
tion (MPEFit) [10, 11]. The performance estimated from
simulation of this final zenith angle reconstruction is shown
in Fig. 4. In the relevant zenith angle region, the reconstruc-
tion achieves a median resolution of about 4◦–8◦ for the νµ

sample.

3.2 Energy
As a proxy for the neutrino energy we use the reconstructed
length of the muon track. In the energy range essential
for this analysis, the muon track length is correlated to
the neutrino energy: 1 GeV muon energy corresponds to
about 4–5 m track length. The reconstruction agorithm
FiniteReco [12] used estimates the track length by project-
ing all detected signals on the previously (by MPEFit) re-
constructed track. The outermost projected points along the
track define the reconstructed starting point (or vertex) and
stopping point. The distance between these points is the
reconstructed length. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The length reconstruction achieves a resolution of about
40 m. Fig. 6 shows the correlation between the reconstructed
track length and the neutrino energy.

4 Analysis method
Simulated and measured data are binned into two-
dimensional histograms of reconstructed zenith angle and
track length. The binning covers 10 bins in cos(zenith an-
gle) between −1.0 (vertical) and 0.0 (horizon) and 5 bins in
log10(track length) between 1.5 and 3.0. For the simulation,
separate histograms are made for each of the three neutrino
flavors and for atmospheric muons. These four histograms
can be separately weighted according to the disappearance
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Figure 6: Correlation of reconstructed track length and
neutrino energy for the selected νµ .

and appearance probabilities for each flavor. They are then
added to create a combined simulation prediction, repre-
senting a particular choice of oscillation parameters ∆m2

32
and sin2 (2θ23) as well as normalizations of the different
components. The combined simulation is fitted to the data
by maximizing a global likelihood.

For the likelihood, we use the standard Poisson formula-
tion, where we calculate for each bin (i, j) the probability
to observe dij events in the measured data, given sij events
in the simulated data. In addition to fitting the oscillation
parameters, five nuisance parameters are also left free in the
fit: the normalizations of the individual simulation compo-
nents (a common normalization for νµ and ντ , and separate
normalizations for νe and atm. µ), the spectral index γ of
the primary cosmic ray spectrum and the relative contribu-
tion of pions and kaons to the neutrino flux. These nuisance
parameters absorb certain systematic uncertainties in the
primary cosmic ray flux, the νµ /νe production ratio, uncer-
tainties in the neutrino cross sections and the overall optical
efficiency of the detector. Note, that keeping a broad range
in energy and zenith angle – also of regions unaffected by
oscillations – is important for constraining the absolute nor-
malizations and other nuisance parameters in the fit. Our
knowledge of systematic uncertainties is reflected by Gaus-
sian priors for each nuisance parameter k, which are added
to the likelihood. Table 1 gives their central values and un-
certainties. The full likelihood expression has the form

−LLH = ∑
i,j
(sij−dij ln(sij))+

1
2 ∑

k

(
qk−〈qk〉

σk

)2

.

Other systematics, which are not directly implemented in
the fit, are evaluated by separate simulations. These include
the optical efficiency and variations in the description of the
ice properties of the bulk of the detection medium as well
as of the refrozen ice around the strings.

Nuisance parameter 〈qk〉 σk
νµ & ντ norm. 1.0 25%
νe norm. νµ & ντ norm. 20%
atm. µ norm. — no constraint —
spectral index γ 2.65 0.05
π/K ratio 1.0 10%

Table 1: Central values and uncertainties of the Gaussian
priors for the nuisance parameters.
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Figure 7: Confidence regions of the fitted oscillation pa-
rameters, together with recent results from MINOS [14],
Super-Kamiokande [15], and ANTARES [2].
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Figure 8: Distribution of oscillation length divided by re-
constructed track length, ratio of experimental data and best-
fit simulation to the non-oscillation hypothesis.

5 Results
A scan of the oscillation parameter space was performed.
First, the best-fit oscillation (and nuisance) parameters
were determined by maximizing the global likelihood, as
described above. Then, for each point in the oscillation
parameter space, a minimization of only the nuisance
parameters was done. The ratio of the likelihood of the
fit at each point to the fitted global maximum is used to
calculate the regions in the oscillation parameter space
that are compatible with our observations. Preliminary
significances in units of standard deviations are calculated
according to Wilks’ theorem [13]. Fig. 7 shows the resulting
68% and 90% confidence regions, together with the best-fit
point.

The measured effect of neutrino oscillations can be
visualized by plotting the ratio of oscillation length and
neutrino energy. For this analysis, this translates to the ratio
of oscillation length, calculated from the measured zenith
angle, and reconstructed track length, which serves as our
energy proxy. Fig. 8 shows this quantity for data and best-fit
simulation, relative to the best-fit non-oscillation hypothesis,
which has been normalized to the oscillation curve in the
first three bins, where no oscillation effects are expected.

As a preliminary result of this analysis, the non-
oscillation hypothesis is rejected by a likelihood ratio cor-
responding to 5.1 standard deviations. As best-fit oscilla-
tion parameters we find ∆m2

32 = (2.45±0.7) ·10−3eV2 and
sin2 (2θ23) = 1.0+0

−0.15. Fig. 9 shows track length and zenith
angle distributions for the best-fit oscillation and nuisance
parameters.
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Figure 9: Distributions of reconstructed zenith angle and
track length, with best-fit oscillation and nuisance parame-
ters.

Future analyses might profit from significantly improved
reconstruction techniques (see e.g. [16]), from further re-
finements of the event selection, and from the even higher
statistics of multi-year datasets. The techniques established
in this analysis are expected to eventually qualify IceCube
to deliver a competitive measurement of the oscillation pa-
rameters (see [17]).
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